Learning to Perceive Human Intention and Assist in A Situated Context
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose that a robot can create a series of monitors describing its own pointing gesture and reaching behavior and that these models can be used to infer human intention delivered by a pointing gesture and assist accordingly. This extends our previous work where we demonstrated that an intrinsically motivated robot can be designed to seek controllable relationships with the world and employ them to solicit assistance from a nearby human via expressive gestures. Preliminary experimental results demonstrate that our approach enables a robot to respond appropriately after learning a receptive quality of gesture.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is envisioned that personal robots will assist human daily activities in various settings [1]. In these scenarios, robots should be able to parse communicative signals and understand the intention delivered by evocative gestures so that even naive users and those with disabilities can receive aid when necessary. Drawing inspiration from the psychology literature [2], Ou and Grupen studied how a pointing gesture can emerge from a reaching behavior in under-actuated contexts and demonstrated that the pointing gesture can successfully solicit human assistance [3] as in Fig. 1a. In this work, we address how this expressive behavior knowledge can be exploited to perceive human intention via a pointing gesture and assist accordingly in the same context associated with the very behavior. This coincides with the recent hypothesis in biology literature such that there may exist a common coding for expressing and perceiving behaviors [4].

In Section II, we first visit the psychology and biology literature that inspired this work. Then, in Section III, we discuss how a robot learns a receptive behavior which perceives human intention and assists in a situated context using the control basis and action schema frameworks. Section IV concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Manual Behavior and Communicative Gestures

Psychologists acknowledge a tight connection between manual behavior and communicative gestures. For instance, Vygotsky noted that a pointing gesture originated from an unsuccessful attempt to grasp certain objects [2]. As infants attempt to reach for out-of-reach objects, even though they inevitably fail, in the presence of a caregiver, the action is recognized and interpreted as the “intention” to acquire the objects. Thus, the action becomes a means of conveying the intention to the caregiver. In this work, this insight is applied to robotics wherein a robot learns to perceive the pointing gesture of a human as an evocative gesture and assists by handing the object to the human.

B. Common Coding for Expressive and Receptive Behaviors

Mirror neurons were first found in the inferior frontal gyrus (region F5) and the inferior parietal lobule of the macaque monkeys [4]. It is observed that mirror neurons discharge both when a monkey performs an action and when it observes others do a similar action. Recently, a similar research result on human subjects have been reported [5]. Specifically, mirror neurons which discharge when a human grasps an object would also discharge when the human perceives another person grasp the object. Inspired in part by this finding, we designed the frameworks and a representation that can support the expressive and receptive symmetry that some models of mirror neurons propose.

III. LEARNING RECEPTIVE BEHAVIORS

A receptive behavior, in this work, consists of recognizing human pointing and assisting human grasping. Throughout expriments, a robot is situated in a naturally cluttered lab environment where a human stands across a table and points at an out-of-reach object as in Fig. 1b. Human detection was done by using [6]. Due to the lack of space, detailed explanation...
on the basic concept of the control basis and action schema frameworks is omitted here. Interested readers are encouraged to read the work done by Platt and Hart [7, 8].

A. Recognizing Human Pointing

Within control basis and action schema frameworks, expressive behaviors are represented as state transition diagrams. A transition from one state to the next occurs by executing a controller and each state contains the execution result of controllers. For learning to recognize a human pointing gesture, a robot first studies the terminating states of its own behavior schema because the robot receives rewards when it reaches those states, i.e. Fig. 2a. The robot searches a pool of randomly generated monitors for the one that best describes the terminating states. After learning such a monitor $C_M$, the robot receives a reward when the monitor observes a similar error dynamics that was observed in the learning phase (Fig. 2c) as well as it reaches terminating states of the executing schema (Fig. 2a). Then the robot observes the error dynamics of a human pointing gesture and learns that $C_M$ describing its own behavior is most relevant to the error dynamics between an object and a part of a human’s body. Thereafter the robot uses the learned monitor to infer that the intention of the human is to reduce the error. This is synonymous with achieving a “touch” reward in the intrinsically motivated system.

B. Assisting Human Grasping

When learning to assist human grasping, a robot is given a set of behaviors learned in the previous work [8] along with the learned monitors and the corresponding state space. Due to the learned $C_M$, the robot is rewarded when the distance error between a target object and a human hand stays less than a certain threshold. During the training phase, 2 objects were used to ensure that the robot was exposed to sufficient positive experience for behavior acquisition. Within about 20 episodes, in the presence of a human, the robot learned a behavioral schema that recognizes a pointing gesture and hands the referenced object to the human using Q-learning algorithm. After the robot acquired a stable schema, i.e. Fig. 2b, either 2 or 4 objects were placed on the table to evaluate the performance of the learned behavior schema. During the testing phase, 10 human subjects participated in the experiment. Subjects were asked to solicit a robot assistance by using a gesture of their own choice. When the robot correctly hands an object to the human, the occasion was counted as success. The success rate was 78% for 4 objects and 96% for 2 objects respectively. It is important to note that the robot learned how to observe intention and how to respond directly by interacting with humans rather than simply executed a preprogrammed response.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we address the problem where a robot learns the intention of a human pointing gesture and assists accordingly. The preliminary experimental results demonstrate that a robot can learn assisting behavior through intrinsically motivated learning. In the future, we plan to conduct further experiments where a robot uses a suite of monitors to recognize diverse human gestures more robustly.
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